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, charge state and composition on
the binding of propene to yttrium-doped gold
clusters†

Júlia Barabás, a Piero Ferrari, b Vladimir Kaydashev, b Jan Vanbuel, b

Ewald Janssens *b and Tibor Höltzl *cd

The catalytic activity of metal clusters can be easily tuned by their size, charge state, or the introduction of

dopant atoms. Here, the dopant-, charge- and size-dependent propene adsorption on gold (Aun
+) and

yttrium doped gold (Aun�1Y
+) clusters (n ¼ 4–20) was investigated using combined gas-phase reaction

studies and density functional theory computations. The increased charge transfer between the cluster

and propene in the cationic clusters considerably enhances the propene binding on both pure and

yttrium-doped species, compared to their neutral cluster counterparts, while yttrium-doping lowers the

propene binding strength in a size-dependent way compared to the pure gold clusters. Chemical

bonding and energy decomposition analysis indicate that there is no covalent bond between the cluster

and propene. The preferred propene binding site on a cluster is indicated by the large lobes of its LUMO,

together with the low coordination number of the adsorption site. In small yttrium-doped gold clusters

propene can not only bind to the electron-deficient yttrium atom, but also to the partially positively-

charged gold atoms. Therefore, by controlling the charge of the clusters, as well as by introducing

yttrium dopants, the propene binding strength can be tuned, opening the route for new catalytic

applications.
1 Introduction

Transition metal clusters are of interest in catalysis,1–5 not only
due to their high activity in different reactions, but also because
of their size-,2,6 shape-,7 composition-,8,9 and charge state-
dependent6 reactivity. Moreover, gas phase clusters can be
useful models of complex, industrially relevant catalysts,10,11 as
their reactivity can be investigated with atomic precision and
under highly-controlled conditions, while simultaneously they
can be studied using accurate quantum chemical methods.1

The obtained insights can assist in the design of novel catalysts
with high efficiency and selectivity.

In contrast to the noble bulk gold surface, gold nanoparticles
and nanoclusters facilitate specic reactions.12,13 Gold clus-
ters,14,15 and other gold-, silver- and copper-based clusters,
nanoparticles and surfaces,16–19 were found to be good catalysts
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tion (ESI) available. See DOI:

195
for the selective epoxidation of propene via molecular oxygen
toward propene oxide, an important industrial precursor
material. In particular, experiments on the direct propene
oxidation by an oxygen/hydrogen mixture on gold particles
deposited on TiO2 opened new possibilities for the poly-
urethane industry.20 Studies have shown that not only the type
of support, but also the size of the nanoparticles are important
for the reaction.2 Particles smaller than 2 nm promote propane
formation, those with a diameter between 2–5 nm favour direct
epoxidation, whereas larger particles combust propene.20

Interestingly, Au particles smaller than 1 nm have been seen to
be very reactive towards propene epoxidation.21

The exceptional oxidation activity of nano-gold can be traced
back partially to the presence of several low-coordinated reac-
tion sites that favourably activate oxygen,22 as was shown for
gold clusters in the gas phase.23–25 The charge state of the gold
cluster23–25 and the charge separation between gold and oxygen
play an essential role.25 The additional charge transfer due to
the co-adsorption of ethylene even leads to O–O bond dissoci-
ation.24 Comparing the binding energies of dioxygen on small
gold clusters in different charge states (neutral, anionic and
cationic), the strongest adsorption was found on the cationic
species.26 A computational study also found propene to bind
stronger on cationic Aun

+ (n ¼ 1–5, 8) clusters, when compared
with the neutral and anionic counterparts.27 This is a conse-
quence of the larger electron transfer from the HOMO of
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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propene to the LUMO of the cationic metal cluster. The
adsorption of ethylene on charged gold clusters showed that the
charge inuences not only the binding energy, but also the
preference of the p- (where both carbon atoms bind to the same
gold atom) or the di–s (where the carbon atoms bind to two
adjacent gold atoms) binding modes.28 These observations
reect the important role of the charge state in the cluster
reactivity.

The charge distribution can be tuned by the introduction of
a heteroatom, i.e. by chemical doping. For example, a comple-
mentary ion-mobility and density functional computational
study of silver-doped gold cluster cations showed an inhomo-
geneous charge distribution, where the positive charge resides
almost exclusively on the silver atoms.29 In particular, it was
shown that doping both neutral and cationic gold clusters with
silver results in a decrease of the reactivity towards CO.30,31 In
addition, the bond between propene and gold clusters can be
weakened upon exchanging gold with the less electronegative
silver in mixed gold-silver clusters.32

As yttrium has an even lower electronegativity than silver, the
electron transfer from yttrium to gold is more pronounced. This
leads also to decreased CO binding energies of yttrium-doped
clusters compared to that of pure gold.33 Y-doping also
modies the geometry of gold clusters, as was shown in
combined infrared spectroscopy and density functional theory
studies.34–36 Electronically, the trivalent Y dopant alters the
electronic shell level structure of pure gold, resulting in closed
electronic shells for Au6Y

+ and Au16Y
+ clusters.37 In contrast,

palladium-doping of gold clusters increases the CO adsorption
energy, despite the smaller electronegativity of Pd in compar-
ison with Au,9 illustrating that the role of the heteroatom in the
adsorption is not trivial. All these studies clearly show that
charge state and charge distribution play an important role in
the reactivity of metal clusters.

Recently, we investigated the binding of propene on neutral
Aun and yttrium doped gold Aun�1Y (n ¼ 5–15) clusters, using
a combination of experimental and computational methods.38

The propene binding to gold involves electron donation from
the HOMO of the propene to themetal and back-donation to the
LUMO of the alkene. Here, we extend our studies to positively
charged clusters and address the effect of charge state, cluster
size, and yttrium doping on propene adsorption. We use mass
spectrometry to study the gas-phase reactivity of the clusters
with propene in conjunction with density functional theory
(DFT) calculations. The interactions between the clusters and
propene are analysed using several computational descriptors,
such as the Localized-Orbital Locator (LOL), Bader partial
charges, Natural Bond Orbitals (NBOs), Wiberg bond indices
and natural charges, as well as energy decomposition (EDA)
analysis.

2 Computational methods

The BP86 GGA functional39,40 and the LANL2DZ basis set41–43

were applied to pre-optimize the geometries of the clusters and
their propene adducts. Due to the presence of several, low-lying
isomers, the accurate determination of the lowest-energy
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
structure of gold cluster cations is challenging.44 We re-
optimized structures determined in previous publications for
neutral and cationic pure gold clusters.44–48 While the structures
of small neutral yttrium doped gold clusters33,34,36,38 were re-
ported earlier, little information is available about the structure
of their cationic states;35 therefore, we computed the geometric
structures of the low-energy cationic isomers using the Particle
Swarm Optimization algorithm of CALYPSO49–51 and investi-
gated the growth patterns using the capping method.52 The
obtained low-energy structures were re-optimized using the
higher LRC-uPBE/def2-TZVP level of theory53,54 including the
Exchange Dipole Model (XDM) dispersion correction.55,56. (see
Tables S1 and S2 in the ESI† for the propene adsorption
energies).

The method was selected based on CCSD(T)/def2-TZVP
benchmark computations57 for Au4

+, Au5
+, Au6

+, Au3Y
+, Au4Y

+

and Au5Y
+ clusters using the MRCC program.58,59 The PBE0, the

CAM-B3LYP and the TPSSh functionals were also included for
the comparison. It is interesting to note that while the single
point energies using the CAM-B3LYP + XDM60 or TPSSh + XDM61

methods accurately described the propene binding to neutral
clusters, these were less accurate for the cations.

The initial cluster–propene adduct geometries were system-
atically generated using our program in di–s and p binding
modes and optimized subsequently using DFT calculations.
The barrierless nature of propene adsorption was conrmed by
placing the propene 5 Å from the atom to which it was bound in
the adduct and optimizing this structure. The adsorption
energy is dened as the difference of the adduct energy and the
sum of the cluster and the propene energies. The calculated
adsorption energy was corrected with the zero-point vibrational
energy, dened as DZPE ¼ ZPE(Aun�1Y

+–C3H6) � ZPE(Aun�1Y
+)

� ZPE(C3H6). The basis set superposition error (BSSE) was
compensated using the counterpoise method.62,63 The DFT
computations were carried out using the Q-Chem 5.2 and 5.3
quantum chemical soware packages.64 The chemical bonding
was analysed by the LOL,65 computed using the D-Grid code,66,67

Bader theory68 using the Multiwfn program,69 and NBO analysis,
Wiberg bond indices, and natural charges,70,71 employing the
NBO code incorporated in Q-Chem. EDA67 was carried out as
implemented in Q-Chem 5.2. The orbital–orbital interactions
were analysed using the ALMO-EDA method and the Comple-
mentary Occupied-Virtual Pairs (COVPs).67 Molecules were
visualized by the PyMol program.72 The isosurfaces of the Kohn–
Sham orbitals and COVPs were visualized using IQMol.73

3 Experimental methods

The experimental approach followed here is similar to that in
ref. 38. In brief, pure Aun

+ and doped Aun�1Y
+ clusters were

produced by laser ablation, in a source described in detail
elsewhere.74 Two independent YAG lasers ablate almost simul-
taneously Au and Y targets, creating a plasma that is cooled
down by the inclusion of He carrier gas (backing pressure of 8
bar). The mixture of Au–Y–He then expands supersonically into
vacuum, through a conical nozzle, creating a molecular beam
composed of Aun

+ and Aun�1Y
+ clusters. Other charge states are
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 29186–29195 | 29187
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also present, but only cationic clusters are analysed. For these
experiments, the source was kept at room temperature. Aer
collimation via a 1 mm skimmer, the molecular beam enters
a low-pressure collision cell,75 where the clusters interact with
C3H6 gas at a controlled pressure (PC3H6

). The size dependent
intensities of cluster–C3H6 complexes are analysed by reectron
time-of-ight mass spectrometry. In the absence of a buffer gas
and considering the small heat capacity of the clusters, the
cluster–C3H6 complexes are heated up by the C3H6 adsorption
energy and the alkene may desorb on the time scale of the
experiment. Under these conditions, the fraction of the clusters
that form C3H6 complexes, as recorded by the mass spectrom-
eter, contains information about the cluster–C3H6 bond
strength.76
Fig. 1 Optimized lowest-energy structures of Aun
+ and Aun�1Y

+ (n ¼
5–15) as well as their C3H6 adducts at the LRC-uPBE+XDM/def2-TZVP
level of theory. For Au4Y

+ and Au5Y
+, two low-lying isomers are shown,

since the propene adsorbs favourably on both the yttrium and a gold
atom. For Au8

+ and Au10
+ the energy differences between the two

isomers are very small, thus both are shown here as well. In case
multiple isomers are shown, relative energies in eV are given. Other
isomers with Erel < 0.1 eV are presented in the ESI (Fig. S2†).
4 Results
4.1. Lowest energy structures of Aun

+, Aun
+–C3H6, Aun�1Y

+

and Aun�1Y
+–C3H6

The geometries of the putative lowest-energy gold and yttrium-
doped gold cluster cations are depicted in Fig. 1. The structures
of the neutral lowest-energy clusters and other low-energy
cationic isomers together with their XYZ coordinates are avail-
able in the ESI.† While the 2D to 3D transition occurs at n ¼ 11
for neutral gold clusters5,77 this transition takes place at n ¼ 8
for the cations, in agreement with earlier studies.44–46,48 Both the
lowest energy 2D and 3D isomers are used as Au8

+ precursor for
the propene adsorption, as they differ by only 0.03 eV in energy.
Only for n ¼ 6 and 11, the neutral and cationic clusters have the
same geometric structures.

Propene binds to the gold atom with the lowest coordination
number in Aun

+, where one of the low-lying unoccupied orbitals
of the bare cluster has a large lobe27,38 (see orbitals in ESI†). In
the case of n ¼ 5, 8, 9 and 13, several energetically low-lying
isomers of cationic gold cluster propene adducts were found
(geometries are available in the ESI†). The geometries of most
cationic gold clusters, except Au5

+, Au7
+ and Au8

+, do not
signicantly change upon propene adsorption. Interestingly,
propene binding reverses the relative stabilities of the 2D and
3D geometries for n ¼ 7 and 8.

Multiple low-lying isomers of Aun�1Y
+ exist for several cluster

sizes, making it difficult to determine their accurate stability
order. Therefore, we considered all isomers with Erel < 0.15 eV
for building the cluster-propene adducts (see the ESI† for other
isomers and the Cartesian coordinates). Au6Y

+ is the smallest
cluster with a 3D structure in its most stable geometry, but
surprisingly Au7Y

+ and Au8Y
+ again exhibit 2D geometries.

These 2D clusters are even larger than in the case of the neutral
yttrium doped gold clusters, which are 3D from Au8Y

+ onward.
For n¼ 8 and 14, the geometries of the most stable bare cationic
clusters agree with those of the neutral clusters.38 Propene
prefers to bind to the yttrium atom in Au3Y

+, while gold atom
bound adducts are more stable for Au4Y

+ and Au5Y
+. This is

remarkable, as our study on neutral Aun�1Y pointed out that
donation from propene to the unoccupied d atomic orbitals of
yttrium is an important stabilizing factor.38
29188 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 29186–29195
It is known that metal clusters can activate and even break
C–H bonds.8,78,79 We computed the dissociation reaction paths
(Fig. S6 in the ESI†) for Au5Y

+, Au6Y
+ and Au6

+ clusters. Isomers
with dissociated propene are higher in energy than those with
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 (a) Representative example of a mass spectrum of Aun
+ and

Aun�1Y
+ clusters, measured under the exposure of propene (PC3H6

¼
0.2 Pa). (b) Desorption rates of propene from Aun

+–C3H6 and
Aun�1Y

+–C3H6. The missing points in the figure correspond to clusters
for which no propene adduct was observed in themass spectra. (c) and
(d) present the adsorption energies extracted from RRKM simulations,
using as input the experimental dissociation rates for neutrals (from ref.
38) and cations, respectively. Error bars on the RRKM modelled values
have been estimated by scaling all vibration frequencies by a factor 0.9
and a factor 1.1.

Paper RSC Advances
intact propene and they are separated by large energy barriers.
Therefore, dissociation is unlikely, and the population of
structures with intact propene is considerably higher than those
with the dissociated molecule. Hence, we further discuss only
adducts with intact propene.

4.2. Propene adsorption energies

The adsorption energies of propene on Aun
+ and Aun�1Y

+ (n ¼
4–15) are plotted in Fig. 2, in comparison with those of the
neutral adducts, recomputed from ref. 38. The cations system-
atically have higher propene binding energies.

The propene binding energies of Aun
+ clusters show

a pronounced size dependence with values in the range of 1.3–
2 eV, in contrast with the relatively small variations in the
propene binding energy with size for the Aun�1Y

+ clusters
(range of 1.1–1.6 eV). For the Aun

+ clusters, Au7
+ has the largest

adsorption energy of 1.99 eV, while among the Aun�1Y
+ series,

the propene binding is strongest for Au14Y
+ (Eads � 1.54 eV).

4.3. Experimental results

The calculated size-dependent propene adsorption energies on
Aun

+ and Aun�1Y
+ clusters are complemented with mass spec-

trometric results of collision-cell experiments. Fig. 3a presents
a representative mass spectrum of the clusters exposed to pro-
pene gas in the reaction cell (PC3H6

¼ 0.2 Pa). Next to the Aun
+,

secondary peaks, corresponding to the Aun
+–C3H6 complexes,

are seen. Such secondary peaks are hardly visible for the doped
Aun�1Y

+ clusters.
Quantication of the Y doping effect on the propene

adsorption is achieved by recording mass spectra as a function
of PC3H6

. As detailed in ref. 38, this allows obtaining desorption
rates of propene (kd), which depend on the cluster–propene
adsorption energies. The extracted desorption rates are pre-
sented in Fig. 3b. As expected from the low Aun�1Y

+–C3H6

intensities (Fig. 3a), all kd rates are higher for the Y doped than
Fig. 2 Propene adsorption energies, Eads, on cationic (solid line) and
neutral (dashed line) Aun

+,0 (black) and Aun�1Y
+,0 (red) clusters (n ¼ 4–

15) calculated using the LRC-uPBE+XDM/def2-TZVP method. Error
bars for DFT calculations were estimated using CCSD(T)/def2-TZVP
benchmarks (Table S1†). The energies corresponding to the neutral
species are recomputed from ref. 38.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
for the pure cationic gold clusters, indicating a reduction of the
propene adsorption energies upon Y doping.

Using the extracted desorption rates of propene, adsorption
energies can be estimated by conducting a RRKM analysis (see
ref. 38 and the ESI† for details). This analysis was performed
here for the cationic species, and can be compared with results
obtained in ref. 38 for the neutral clusters. Both adsorption
energies are presented in panels (c) and (d) of Fig. 3. In general,
it is observed that the adsorption energies are higher for the
cationic clusters, and that in several cases, Y-doping reduces
these energies. This latter observation is particularly true for the
cationic clusters, with reduced adsorption energies upon Y
doping for all the investigated cluster sizes. For the neutral
species, however, the effect of doping is more complex, with
either enhancement or reduction in Eads depending on cluster
size.

The reduction in Eads upon Y-doping is in general well
reproduced for the cationic clusters by the DFT calculations.
While the size-to-size energies are not perfectly reproduced, the
calculations clearly show a lower adsorption energy of propene
on the doped clusters (within the combined errors of the
experiment and the calculations). For the neutral species, the
particular features at n ¼ 13 and 14 are well reproduced by
theory. Below n ¼ 11, the RRKM analysis shows slightly higher
adsorption energies on the doped clusters, which are not seen
in the DFT calculations. In both cases, however, the changes in
Eads induced by doping are small, below the uncertainty of the
analysis.
4.4. Charge distribution and chemical bonding analysis

The charge distribution is an important quantity for the pro-
pene adsorption, since propene adsorbs for all Aun

+ clusters,
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 29186–29195 | 29189
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except for n ¼ 6, 7 and 12, to the gold atom with the highest
positive charge. It is interesting to note that the positive charge
in Aun

+ is unevenly distributed over the constituting atoms. In
Au11

+, Au13
+ and Au15

+, a few atoms are negatively charged
(Table S3†).

Yttrium adopts a large positive partial charge (>1 e) in the
smallest Aun�1Y

+ (n ¼ 4–7) clusters, while its charge gradually
decreases with the cluster size (Table S4†). Remarkably, the Y
dopant becomes even negatively charged as the cluster size
increases, despite the electronegativity of Au being larger than
that of Y. As Y is an early transition metal, d electrons become
itinerant in the host gold cluster and combine with the valence s
atomic orbitals of Au. Thus, formally Au can donate electrons to
the unoccupied d orbitals of Y. Consequently, the valence
d orbital population of Y formally increases with the increase of
the number of the adjacent Au atoms.

In the case of Aun�1Y
+ clusters, propene may either adsorb to

the Y or to a Au atom.38 Small neutral clusters (n ¼ 5–8) prefer Y
binding. This is due to the favoured propene p electron dona-
tion to the unoccupied d atomic orbitals of Y.38 Au and Y
binding sites compete at n ¼ 9. At larger cluster sizes, propene
prefers to bind to a Au atom, as the Y d electron population
increases with the cluster size, hindering the electron donation
from propene p orbitals. Contrary to the neutrals, propene can
bind to both Y and a Au atom of the cationic Au4Y

+ and Au5Y
+

clusters, as can be seen in Fig. 1. Au-bound propene is also
possible in the case of Au3Y

+, however, it is 0.18 eV higher in
energy than the Y-bound isomer.

The natural charges show that Au atoms with a signicantly
high positive partial charge can compete with Y as the preferred
binding site for propene (Fig. 4). All Au atoms of Au3Y

+ are
negatively charged. Consequently, propene binding to gold is
not favoured for this cluster. In Au4Y

+ and Au5Y
+ there are

positively charged gold atoms, leading to stable gold atom-
bound propene adducts. Most of the gold atoms of the small
neutral Aun�1Y (n ¼ 5–9) clusters (see Table S7 in the ESI† for
the charges and Fig. S8† for the electrostatic potentials) are
negatively charged and therefore, Au binding is generally not
favoured. Two exceptions are the slightly positively charged Au
atoms in Au6Y

+ and in Au8Y
+. In these cases, Au atom-bound
Fig. 4 Natural charges (in units of electron charge) of the atoms in the
small Aun�1Y

+ clusters (blue: yttrium, black: gold). Red asterisks indi-
cate the propene binding sites.

29190 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 29186–29195
propene isomers are relatively stable, but higher in energy
than the Y-bound isomer. For Au6Y

+, there is a 0.2 eV energy
difference between the Y and the Au atom bound isomers, while
for Au8Y

+ this energy difference is only 0.06 eV.
While propene prefers to bind to themost positively charged Au

atoms in the larger Aun�1Y
+ clusters, there is no one-to-one

correspondence between the increased charge and the adsorp-
tion energy. This indicates that not only the charge of the metal
atoms, but also other factors inuence the adsorption. The large
lobes of the LUMOs show the preferred propene binding sites (see
the ESI† for details). These suggest the importance of the electron
donation from propene to the cluster. Following propene adsorp-
tion on a gold atom (both for doped and pure clusters), the natural
charge of that atom increases, while that of atoms in its vicinity
decreases slightly. If the propene adsorbs on the yttrium dopant
atom, the charge of the yttrium decreases (Table S5†).

The analysis of the LOLs, bond critical points (Bader anal-
ysis) and theWiberg bond indices demonstrates that there is no
covalent bond between the cationic cluster and propene. Similarly,
the NBO analysis suggests a donation and back donation mecha-
nism for the adsorption. Details are available in the ESI.† Thus,
non-covalent interactions and charge transfer are responsible for
the propene binding. The EDA assists in the characterization of the
non-covalent interaction between cluster and propene and quan-
ties the importance of the different terms. It decomposes the
adsorption energy as a sum of charge transfer (between the cluster
and propene), frozen (due to Pauli-repulsion), polarization (of the
electrons in the propene and in the cluster), relaxation (due to the
geometry change of the cluster and the propene molecule in the
adduct compared to the isolated particles), dispersion energy, and
zero-point vibrational energy terms:38

Eadsorption ¼ Echarge transfer � Efrozen + Epolarization � Erelaxation

+ Edispersion+ DEZPE. (1)

The decomposition of the propene adsorption energies on
Aun

+ and Aun�1Y
+ is shown in Fig. 5. The charge transfer and the

frozen terms have the largest contributions to the total energy,
and these terms follow similar size-dependences in the propene
adducts of the pure and doped cluster cations. These terms have
opposite signs in eqn (1), however, the charge transfer term is
larger and thus, the attractive interaction dominates. As for the
neutral clusters,38 the charge transfer energies in cationic
cluster-propene adducts follow similar trends to that of the
frozen term, although the charge transfer is considerably more
important in the cations. This clearly shows the role of the
charge transfer in the propene binding and explains the
increased propene adsorption energies in the cationic clusters
as compared to the neutrals.

The polarization term exhibits a more pronounced size
dependence in the Aun

+–propene adducts than in the Y-doped
species. This is in line with the highly size-dependent propene
adsorption energies in Aun

+. It is interesting to note that the
relaxation terms are considerably larger in the cationic clusters
than in the previously investigated neutral species,38 in line with
the propene adsorption induced geometry distortions observed
for several cluster sizes. The dispersion energies and the DZPEs
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 EDA of the propene adsorption energy (total, Eads) for (a) Aun
+

and (b) Aun�1Y
+ (n ¼ 5–15) clusters. Full and hollow symbols are used

for positive and negative contributions to Eads, respectively.

Fig. 6 Complementary virtual-occupied orbital pairs of the selected
Au8

+–C3H6, Au8Y
+–C3H6 and Au5Y

+–C3H6 complexes. The energy
differences (dE in eV) and the transferred charge (dQ in e�) corre-
sponding to the COVPs are also shown.

Paper RSC Advances
have only small contributions and are weakly size-dependent.
Thus, the charge transfer, the frozen, the polarization and the
relaxation terms determine the adsorption energies in both
Aun

+ and Aun�1Y
+ clusters.

It is important to note that only the most stable isomers are
analysed in Fig. 5, thus for Au4Y

+ and Au5Y
+ we present only the

gold-atom-bound isomers. Generally, both the charge transfer and
the frozen terms are lower in the yttrium-bound propene complexes
than in the gold-bound isomers. Nevertheless, the adsorption
energy shows smaller size-dependence than in the case of the pure
gold clusters, as the different terms compensate each other.
4.5. Orbital interactions

The analysis of the Wiberg bond indices, natural charges, and
the charge transfer energy suggests electron donation and back-
donation during the propene adsorption. The total charge
transfer energy can be decomposed in complementary
occupied/virtual pairs (COVPs) contributions (dE), where each
of the orbitals correspond either to the cluster or to the propene.
Thus, COVPs can be used to interpret and visualize the electron
donation and back donation taking place in the propene
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
binding. The total electron transfer (dQ) corresponding to each
COVP pair was also computed.

Fig. 6 shows the main occupied-virtual pairs for selected
sizes, representing the different propene binding modes. There
are twomain COVP pairs in the case of pure gold clusters. In the
one denoted as “donation”, the p orbital of propene donates
electrons to the s and p unoccupied orbitals of gold. In the
“back-donation”, the d atomic orbitals of gold donate electrons
to the p* orbital of propene. Both imply the weakening of the
propene C]C double bond, in line with the analysis of the
Wiberg bond indices (see the ESI† for the details). Similar
COVPs are observed in the case of yttrium-doped adducts,
where propene binds to a gold atom. The dE and the dQ values
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 29186–29195 | 29191
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clearly show that the donation is more important than the back-
donation. This is in line with the net electron transfer from
propene to the cluster, found in the atomic charge analysis. The
situation is different if propene binds to the Y atom. The two
important COVPs of Au5Y

+–C3H6 are shown in Fig. 6. As for the
other clusters, the p orbital of propene donates electrons,
however, in this case not to a gold atom, but to the d orbitals of
the Y atom. The dQ and dE values of the back-donation are very
small, and interestingly not the Y atom (where propene binds),
but the gold atoms back-donate electrons. This can be
explained by the unfavoured electron donation from the posi-
tively charged yttrium atom.

Thus, the electron donation from the propene to the cationic
cluster is the main factor in the bonding, unlike the neutral
adducts where the donation and the back-donation are of
comparable importance for the binding of propene to a gold
atom (Table S7†).

5 Conclusions

In summary, we studied the effect of the charge state on the
propene adsorption of small bare and yttrium doped gold
clusters by joint gas-phase reactivity measurements and DFT
computations. The adsorption energies are clearly size, charge
state, and dopant dependent. In contrast to the neutral Aun�1Y
clusters, propene prefers to bind both to the gold and to the
yttrium in the case of small clusters. The binding site preference
is well explained by the natural atomic charges. It was found
that for most sizes the yttrium doping lowers the adsorption
energy of propene on the cationic cluster.

The experiments and the DFT computations both reveal that
the positive charge state considerably increases the propene
binding strength on bare as well as on yttrium-doped gold
clusters, while the yttrium doping tends to lower the propene
adsorption energy compared to the pure gold clusters, however,
this effect has a size-dependency. EDA demonstrated that this is
due to the enhanced charge transfer from propene to the
cluster. It was concluded that in contrast to the neutrals, in the
propene adducts of the cationic clusters not only the frozen and
the charge transfer, but also the relaxation and the polarization
term determine the size-dependent adsorption energy. LOL
analysis, characterization of the bond critical points of the
electron density, and the Wiberg bond indices showed that
there is non-covalent interaction between the propene and the
cluster.

These ndings open the way towards the ne-tuning of the
propene reactivity in its catalytic conversions that make use of
gold nanoparticles.
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